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The example never questions the origins of its community’s violence and ignores the reality of
statistics and claims an imaginable circumstance is the cause and grows into that statistic as a
result but is overseen by the likes of something more imaginable while using faction created
resources to back up the imaginable theory and numbers. I know that sounds stupid because it
is.
Hate bred from an early age is taught that the bigger the faction, the bigger the change, but
doesn’t change the numbers of factual statistics and can’t be erased by acting as if you’ve been
victimized through life by never taking responsibility for the changes that you should be
pursuing. Whining with superficial screaming and crying about something that isn’t happening
based on a self-secluded personality disorder and mental state of cognitive dissonance from an
upbringing of paranoid safety acceptance and being a novice of most social activities that have
become the design of the social anchors made by themselves.
Can you imagine staying home expecting everything and everyone to come to you? America is
known for its freedom and opportunities. So what happened to the opportunity of experiencing
actual opportunity? No public transportation or truck deliveries can easily turn this country into a
dismal prison leading towards a public economic crisis then ending with a useless industry.
With no business having no customers, there are no paychecks for the drivers, thus no public
transportation or deliveries eventually clashing with essential workers from nearly every position
that accounts into a supply and demand effect for any type of business to succeed.
The majority of essential workers who can afford vehicles but also rely on public transportation
will no longer have work as well, and without the majority of workers working, everything that
makes life simple and convenient economically comes to a stand-still that fades away, stopping
all production everywhere leading to the finale of the end of its road.
Liberal left-leaning counter-culture mentality thinks they deserve the light and to be the only
voice. it's like they're trying to find an identity by trying to become the spotlight of publicity just to
create massive portions of brainwashed people just like themselves with embedded unknown
bigotry derived from those who did not grow socially and were confined to a personal space with
neglected morals and never taught the significance of growing out and growing up respectfully.
The ever so awkward new social society is about hating everything it lacks, just as much as
opportunities for themselves and not socially experiencing America that they blatantly shout is
so racist and biased and seem to be In denial of America as a country so enriched in diversity
creating subsidiaries in its very culture. with more gay and mixed marriages, and nationalities
than absolutely any other country and has more ideologies combined than any other land. all
Americans equally receive the freedom to be an individual with an allowance to live naturally as
a mental freelancer.

The new world is also home to democrat radicals who state that they stand for the minority, but
the minority represents the individual and makes a stand for a minority. With paid campaign
plays from food products to brand labeled apparel sponsoring celebrities, athletes to artists,
everyone seems to be getting paid these days to be seen and heard just to dislike someone all
for a political agenda rather than endorsing someone for a life meaningful purpose.
Even celebrities are holding back certain information that can be crucial to finding out great
truths within a controlling industry but is a power play with a new world hiding something much
bigger. A man-made pandemic with no one being held accountable for consequences for crimes
on humanity through activities and media manipulation. Whether it be a politician with a high
rank, an owner of a theater, to a producer of a film, it doesn’t matter, just as long as they play for
the new world stage and are paid by new world paychecks.
These superficial socialisms are so sinister and evil that it holds people accountable for their will
to have the freedom to be self-sufficient thinkers by continuing to embrace and enforce free will
against the wickedness of modernized enslavement that authorizes limitations on all freedom
and livelihood. Just as a bird only works properly using both wings and learns to reason its life
based on an instinct by utilizing itself to fly, but If you take away one wing from the bird, there is
no debating that it can never take action again in what it was born to do.
With the new world celebrating a spectrum of nonspiritual principalities based on air with no
moral compass, it has been a mission to ruin nature that is more commonly conditioned with
warm hearts united, and peaceful minds.
The party used to be filled with people all about partying, enjoying the music, dancing, and
getting to know each other until they let in all the people who knew nothing about what a party
was. the guestlist now is considered discrimination against the people who waited in line and
the new club is called “The Capital”, with everyone seemingly biased against one another where
trust has lost its value. one-sided leaning organizations holding public events ranging from Pop
to Hip-hop paid artists just to support lies and slander an ideology that defeats science through
miracle alone and continues being persecuted because of its deprivation of self-conditioning.
However, nothing is being said about these radical organizations deliberately practicing and
training a harsh art of being bitterly angry and evil based on the empowerment of hate, hostility,
and division.
The nature of being honest has become a self-reflection of one's own needs and is no longer
true in hindsight. blinded by people who use their power to make a billion others hear their voice
in astronomical numbers without any ticket sales.
flaunting a position as power through the use of propaganda is forced arrangements and has
become the norm. From staging court testimonies stemming from 30 years back with no
accountable evidence in costumes and acting out a narrative becoming over-performative
without being accountable for the fabrication of such horrendous fables written and scripted

purposely to create a history of misinformation as facts. falling back on the title of “Infotainment
media” that should be fined nothing less of a shutdown with the cancellation of their
broadcasting and imprisoned for publishing propaganda tactics and practices of misinformation
using psychosis brainwashing.
Journalism is now a remote kitchen table position just using a search engine also owned and
policed by the same elites that focus on censoring retractions with evidence-based on
substantial proof but pushed as misleading then censored and banned.
Truth, is the last thing the new world applies to file and report, and can also be seen as a bad
work ethic and possibly due to a social disorder derived from a subtle sense of a finer life with
years of benefits of medications prescribed for “at the moment comfort” to sipping wine with a
big smile on your face while mocking absolutely everyone and everything.
So how long can we continue accepting these demeaning tactics of abuse not only on
individuals but ethnicities of specific races based in communities that are blind to these
communist policies? Along with professional educators, historians, scholars, professors, and
teachers that have worked hand-in-hand with manipulating and twisting the facts to their
significance based on specific cherry-picking propaganda as a means for indoctrination.

The only fair play to overcome the misinformation is to apply yourself to “becoming a critical
thinker” by tuning out and reducing your visits and presence on social media apps and websites
and turning your T.V. off. spending time educating yourself and finding truthful resources not
based on an agenda or derived from a particular side will give you enough freedom that natural
common sense will kick in and take over your reluctance to be naive and having fear to disagree
out of guilt will slowly dissolve into logical truth based on the closest to facts all because you
simply choose to shut off “the lies”.
You start seeing the true realities of what is going on and that bigotry and fascism are being
derived from the very same siders that are responsible for division by threatening anyone and
any family that doesn't agree with the narrative or an incoherent one-sided policy. What the new
world wants for itself isn't a protest for everyone, in which it opposes not just the constitutional
rights of an American, but the American class by respectful standards itself as well and not just
culturally but derived from sub to counter to pop to mainstream, understanding and helping “a
life” will always be a sign for what America is and rightfully known not from politics but its
people.
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